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Abstract:
Automatic web site classification has a wide application prospect; however, there are
few researches on it. Different from pure texts, web sites are the combination of a large
number of web pages via hyperlinks, so text classification methods are not suitable to
classify them directly. This paper proposes a web site classification approach based on
its topological structure. Given a web site, firstly we represent its topological structure
as a directed graph, and from which we extract a strongly connected sub-graph
including the site’s home page. Secondly, we use an improved PageRank algorithm on
the sub-graph to select some topic-relevant resources, and represent them as a topic
vector of the site. Finally we use an SVM classifier to classify the site in term of its
topic vector. Some experiments are conducted for web site classification. Experimental
results show our approach achieved better performance than traditional super
page-based web site classification approach.
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Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet, the information of network grows explosively.
According to the statistical data released by Google, Google currently has indexed over
one trillion web pages and this figure is still rapidly increasing every day. Internet has
already become the most important source of information and knowledge in scientific
research, education and other fields. Due to its mass, variable, and non-semantic
characteristics, it is not easy for people to find the information they want quickly and
accurately. How to find the information we need from such a huge source has become
an important objective we need to study.
For the moment, there are two kinds of services that can help us to retrieve
information in the Internet: search engines like Google and directory services like
Yahoo! and DMOZ. Search engines usually return some web pages matched with
queries. However people sometimes need to find some web sites related with a certain
subject. For example, when people want to buy something, they will try to find the
retailer’s web sites instead of web pages which only contain descriptions of
commodities. Directory services supply a navigation mechanic of web sites by
collecting a number of web sites and manually classifying them into different
directories. But they spend lots of manual editorial work to maintain directory services.
The technology of web information navigation, especially automatic classification
of web information is becoming the research focus. Considering that automatic web
site classification is significant to maintenance directory services, this paper mainly
studies automatic web site classification approaches. Because a web site is the
combination of a large number of web pages via hyperlinks, which has richer structure
information than single web page, text classification approaches are not suitable to
classify it directly. This paper proposes a web site classification approach based on its
topological structure. Given a web site, firstly we represent its topological structure as
a directed graph, and from which we extract a strongly connected sub-graph including
the site’s home page; secondly, we use an improved PageRank algorithm on the
sub-graph to select some topic-relevant resource, and represent them as a topic vector
of this site; finally we use a SVM classifier to classify the site in term of its topic
vector.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a summarization of
previous research on web page and web site classification. In section 3 we describe our
web site classification approach. In section 4, we contact some experiments to test our
web site classification approach, and the conclusion is given in the last section.
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Related work

Automatic classification of web pages has been studied for a long time, some text classification
algorithms like Naïve Bayes(McCallum 1998;Mitchell 1996), KNN(Lam 1998;Masand 1992),
and SVM(Joachims 1998;Kwok 1998) have been successfully applied. Apart from the content of
web pages, Chakrabart(Chakrabarti 1998) and Craven (Craven 1999) improved the accuracy of
web page classification by introducing hyperlink analysis. However, there is a little research on
web site classification, the difficulty in which is that a web site consists of many pages, and
each page has its own topic, a site’s topic can not be reflected by a single web page. A famous
web site classification method is super page-based method (Ester 2002), which represents a web
site as a single virtual web page combined by all its pages, and Pierre (Pierre 2001) improved it
by introducing web pages’ meta data, such as title, keyword, and so on. Terveen(Terveen 1999)
represented a web site as a directed graph and combined content and hyperlink analysis to
classify it. Ester(Ester 2002; Ester 2004) gave an empirical study on web site classification, and
proposed several solutions of web site classification; on the basis of the research of Ester,
Kriegel(Kriegel 2004) introduced a method that represented a web site as a topic-frequency
vector. In addition, YongHong Tian(Tian 2004) used a multi-scale tree model to represent a web
site, De-yu Fu proposed a key resource-based web site classification method(Fu 2006), and
Bao-li Dong employed a hybrid vector space model to recognize the subject of web sites(Dong

2005).

3

Web site classification approach based on its topological structure

In this section, we mainly discuss our web site classification approach based on its
topological structure. This approach mainly includes several phases: represent a web
site’s topological structure as a directed-graph, extract some topic-relevant resources
from the site’s topological graph, represent extracted topic-relevant resource as a topic
vector, and use the topic vector to classify the site.
3.1

Representing a web site’s topological structure as a directed-graph

In this section, we represent the topological structure of a web site as a directed graph.
Some definitions about the directed graph are given as follows:
Definition 1. Directed graph: A directed graph is an ordered pair D=<V, E>. D
represents the topological structure of a web site. V is a set of vertices, each vertex of V
is a page; E is a set of directed edges, which is a subset of V×V, each directed edge e=
(u, v) means a hyperlink e from page u to page v.
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Definition 2. Degree: A directed graph D=<V, E>. For each vertex vi∈V, the
number of edges linked from Vi is defined as the out-degree of vi, and the number of
edges linked to vi is defined as the in-degree of vi. The sum of in-degree and out-degree
of vi is defined as the degree of vi.
Definition 3. Path: A path in a directed graph D=<V, E> from vm to vn is defined
as a sequence of vertices {vm, vm1, vm2… , vn }, which includes edges (vm, vm1), (vm1,
vm2) … (vmi, vn).
Definition 4. Sub-graph: There are two directed graphs: D=<V, E> and D’=<V’,
E’>, D’ is called as a sub-graph of D if V`  V and E`  E.
Definition 5. Strongly connected graph: A directed graph D=<V, E> is called as a
strongly connected graph if there is a path between any pair of two vertices.
Fig.1 is an example of a web site, where the site is represented as a directed
graph, if page A can reach page B via inner hyperlinks, then there is a path from A to B.
If any pair of pages in this graph has a path to connect them, then we call it strongly
connected.

Fig.1

3.2

A topological graph of a web

Extracting topic-related resource from web site’s topological graph

After the topological graph of a web site is built, we put the emphasis on extracting
topic-related resource from it. According to some literatures’ point of view, a web
site’s home page may be the most topic-relevant to the site (Dong 2005), and a site’s
pages with the same topic usually have a compact link structure(Liu 2006). In addition,
web site designers generally hope that outgoing-linked pages should be topic-relevant
to the current page, so we can assume a pair of pages in a site is topic -relevant if there
is a hyperlink between them(Ester 2004). According to this assumption, we can infer
that a pair of pages in a site should be topic-relevant if there is a path between them.
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Considering the above all, we think that a site’s topic-relevant resource should be
located on a strongly connected sub-graph including the site’s home page, on which we
can use hyperlink analysis technology to select important topic-relevant sources.
The PageRank(Page 1999) algorithm is often used to compute the importance of web
pages, which regards the entire web as a directed graph, and ranks pages through
hyperlink analysis. This paper will use an improved PageRank algorithm in a site’s
sub-graph to rank pages to select important topic-relevant sources from it.
3.2.1 Improved PageRank Algorithm
PageRank is the earliest and the most successful algorithm applied to the hyperlink
analysis on commercial search engines, which interprets a hyperlink from page A to
page B as a vote, by page A, for page B. If pages that cast votes are important, they
will make pages voted to be important. A simplified version of PageRank defined by
Larry is as follows:
N

PR( s)  
i 1

PR( Pi )
C ( Pi )

(1)

where s is a page, PR(x) means the rank score of page x, N is the in-degree of s , Pi is
the page linked to s, and C(Pi) is the out-degree of page Pi.
In formula (1), the rank score of page Pi is divided by its out-degree, and each
page linked from Pi is distributed with the same rank score. There is a small problem
with formula (1). Assumed that there are two or more pages linked to each other but to
no other pages, and there is a hyperlink linked to one of them; after some iterations,
rank scores are accumulated into them but never distributed out from them. This
scenario is called rank sinking. To solve rank sinking problem, Larry modified the
original PageRank formula as follows:
N

PR( s)  (1  d )  d  
i 1

PR( Pi )
C(P i )

(2)

where d is usually set as 0.85, it is the probability that users continue to view pages
linked from the current page s, (1- d) is the probability that users leave the current page
s and skip to other web pages.
In PageRank algorithm, each page s distributes its rank score to pages linked from s
averagely. But the average distribution scheme of rank scores among pages is not
suitable for the demand of web site classification. For a web site, we aim to select
topic-relevant resource from its sub-graph, so we consider that the rank scores should
be distributed according to page similarity. If one page A is more similar to pages
linked to A, A will get more rank scores, otherwise it will get less. Here, we use an
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improved PageRank formula to distribute rank scores among pages, which is shown as
follows(Yuan 2007) :
N

PR( s )  (1  d )  d   PR( Pi ) 
i 1

sim ( Pi , s )

(3)

Mi

 sim ( P , Q
j 1

i

ij

)

where sim(Pi,s) is the page similarity, Qij is a page linked from P i, Mi is the number of
pages linked from Pi.
Fig.2 is an example of the improved PageRank formula. Assumed that page A has
two hyperlinks linked to page B and page C respectively, PR(A) is 1, sim(A, B) is 0.8,
and sim(A, C) is 0.4. The rank score distributed from A to B is 1*0.8/ (0.8+0.4)
=0.6666, and C gets 1*0.4/ (0.4+0.8) =0.3333.
3.2.2 Computation of link-based page similarity
The improved PageRank formula uses the page similarity to distribute the rank scores
among pages. In general, the similarity between pages can be computed according to
their contents(Wang 2003). Considering the computation cost of content-based page
similarity, we use the computation methods of link-based page similarity, which only
analyze hyperlinks among pages instead of their contents.
In Fig.2, Page A has two hyperlinks linked to page B and page C respectively.
According to Literature(Ester 2004), if B and C are both linked to or from the same
page, they may have the same topic. The more are the pages linked to or from both B
and C, they are more topic-relevant. In other words, they are more similar.
sim(A,B)=0.8

sim(A,C)=0.4
B

A

C

Fig.2 The improved PageRank formula

According to Literature (Wang 2003), we number all the pages in a site as {1, 2,
3 … n}; for each page s, we construct two vectors: Vsout, Vsin. If the ith page has a
hyperlink linked to s, then the ith item of Vsin is 1, otherwise it is 0. Similarly, if ith page
has a hyperlink linked from s, the ith item of Vsout is 1, otherwise it is 0. Considering
the above all, Literature (Wang 2003) gave the in-link-similarity, out-link-similarity
and link-based similarity between page A and page B as follows:
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vinA  vBin
Similarity ( A, B)  in
vA  vBin
in

Similarity out ( A, B) 

S i m i l a r( i t,y )
A B

(4)

vAout  vBout
vAout  vBout

i n
Sim
i (l a ,r 
i t) y

(5)

A B

out

S i(m ,i l (6)
a) r i t y

In the above similarity formulas, the more common pages are linked to A and B,
the bigger is Similarityin(A,B); the more common pages are linked from A and B, the
bigger is Similarityout(A,B).
For a given web site, we firstly extract the strongly connected sub-graph
including the site’s home page, and then we use formulas (3) and (6) to compute the
rank score of each page, rank these pages according to their rank scores, and finally
select some high-scored pages as topic-relevant resource of the site.
3.3

Represent the Topic Vector

After ranking the pages in the sub-graph, some topic-relevant resources on the
sub-graph are selected. Now we should consider how to represent extracted pages and
their hyperlinks. According to literatures’ point of view(Hodgson 2001), 61% anchor
texts of hyperlinks can reflect the topic of pages they link to. So we view anchor text
of hyperlinks as a site’s structure feature of sites, and view content text of pages as
content feature of sites. Under vector space model, we combine content feature and
structures feature of a site to a mixed vector, called a topic vector, which is shown as
follows:

v  ( w1' , w2'

wm' , w1 , w2

wn ), l  m  n

(7)

'

where v is a l-dimension mixed vector, wi is the weight of the structure feature
'

term ti and w j is the weight of the content feature term t j . Here, we use Information
Gain (IG) method to select content and structure feature items, and use traditional
entropy weighting method to weight structure feature items (anchor text items).
N 

TFi k
1
ai k  l o gTF
( i k 
1 )  1


 l o gN( j)1  ni

where

 TF i k  
l o g   
 ni   

(8)

aik is the weight of term i in the site k . TFik is the frequency of

A B
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term i appearing in the site k . N is the number of all training sites.

ni is the

numbers of sites which include term i . But when we want to weight content feature
items, we should consider not only frequency information of terms but also their
location information on pages. Some of HTML tags are important for reflecting topics
of pages, such as “title”, “keyword”, and “description”, and they generally summarize
the content of pages. In addition, the titles, bold, italic information in the body of
pages are also important to reflect the topic of pages. So we put our emphasis on
considering the impact on pages’ topics of a tag set, S= {title, keywords, descriptions,
H1, H2, H3, B, U, I}, and enlarge the weights of terms which appear in tags of S. here
we give an improved entropy weighting formula to weight them, which is shown as
follows:


  w  TFik 
  w  TFik 
N



1
  S

aik  log   w  TFik   1  1 
log   S


log(
N
)
n
ni
j 1
i
  S
 





where TFik
β. w





 
 
 
 
 

(9)

is the frequency of item i that appears in the site k and locates on the tag

is the weighted coefficient for the tag β, and let

W title  W keyword  W description

 W H1  W H 2  W H 3  W U  W I .
4

Experiments

In our web site classification experiments, we use Google's navigation site
(http://daohang.google.cn/) as our data source, from which we download 1127 web
sites data from 16 categories, use 760 web sites data as our training samples, and use
367 web sites data as our testing samples. We use SVM model as our web site
classifier, and Information Gain method is used for feature selection; in addition, we
use traditional entropy weighting method and the improved entropy weighting method
to weight structure terms and content terms respectively. All the experiments were
implemented in C++ and tested on a PC equipped with AMD Athlon 3600+ processor
and 1 GB main memory.
In our web site classification experiments, we use super page-based web site
classification method as the baseline system, in which we limit the numbers of each
site’s web pages under a maximum of 50; for our web site classification method based
on its topological structure, we only select top 20 pages as each site’s topic-relevant
data.
Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the comparison of our web site classification method
based on its topological structure with super page-based web site classification method
on precision, recall and F1 value. Table 1 shows the comparison of these two web site
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classification methods on macro-averaging and micro-averaging values. Experimental
results show that our method achieves much better performance than super page-based
web site classification method. Macro-averaging and micro-averaging values can be
increased nearly by 20% with our method compared with those with super page-based
method.
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Comparison on F1
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based on topological
structure
superpage
MacroP
0.847286
0.696746
MacroR
0.853727
0.669709
MacroF1
0.842088
0.643761
MicroP
0.882834
0.686649
Table 1 Comparison on macro-averaging and micro-averaging
To investigate the performance of the improved PageRank algorithm and
traditional PageRank algorithm on web site classification, we conducted a comparison
experiment for them. The experimental results are showed in Table 2. Although the
improved PageRank algorithm decreases the MacroP than traditional PageRank
algorithm, but it increases MacroR, MacroF1, and MicroP values evidently.

MacroP
MacroR
MacroF1
MicroP

Improved PageRank
0.847286
0.853727
0.842088
0.882834

Table 2

5

PageRank
0.863231
0.80901
0.814857
0.847411

The effect of Improved PageRank

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a web site classification approach based on its topological
structure. The topological structure of a web site can be represented as a directed
graph. Assumed that the topic-relevant resource of a web site is located on the strongly
connected sub-graph including the site’s home pages, we use an improved PageRank
algorithm based on link-based page similarity, which can efficiently rank pages in the
sub-graph. For efficiently representing content feature and structure feature of a site,
we mix them into a topic vector, and use an improved entropy weighting method to
weight content terms according to their frequency and location information on pages.
The experimental results of web site classification show that our web site approach can
achieve better performance than traditional web site classification approaches.
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